A Vision for the Children of Mayette, Haiti
Background
Consistently ranked near the bottom in country wealth per capita
rankings, Haiti as a nation is unbelievably poor. Education is a
rarity for the children of the Northwest Peninsula of Haiti;
especially one with such quality as the education CCI strives to
provide. Disease, famine, and the effects felt from natural disasters
that have taken place over the last decade in Haiti creates a
landscape of despair and anguish for many families living within
this Peninsula and Haiti as a whole.
Executive Summary
Recently, CCI has, with the help of several churches in this peninsula, identified twelve
schools in need of support. These schools require great funding and planning to succeed,
and aim to give underprivileged students the education they need and deserve.
These schools require great funding and planning to come to fruition. CCI would like to
continue this ministry in one of these locations in the Peninsula, at a school in Mayette,
Haiti.
The Project
An infrastructure has been identified as being needed when building these schools in
Northwest Haiti. While much of the focus must be on the children, the school must be able
to provide ample accommodation and opportunities for both
students and teachers. Many existing school buildings in Haiti are
not steady enough for a seismically active area such as Haiti.
Therefore, CCI’s aim is to create schools that have a solid
foundation and learning spaces at the core of their existence.
Schools complete with these two areas, even when not fully
developed in other smaller areas, provide safe learning
environments for students. When built upon this system, children
and teachers thrive, and a quality education is no longer a dream
or a wish, but rather a daily occurrence.

Budgeted Cost for Mayette, Haiti
Classroom Building, Complete with Office:

$62,000 CAD

DONATE NOW

